
When the going gets
tough we measure up.

Real-time data for safe, effective gas analysis. 
From the heart of the process. 
Direct from the market leader.

enotec.com



ENOTEC in numbers.

30.000
analyzers 
produced

over

125
countries in which 
we’re represented

100
Percent 

Made in Germany

1980
ENOTEC 
founded

Our expertise for your processes

All fired up for our customers.

As a family-owned company, ENOTEC has been manufacturing 
InSitu gas measuring devices since 1980. We use our own 
patented processes and produce all components at our 
Marienheide site in Germany’s Bergisches Land region, close 
to Cologne.

Our sensor system is a spin-off from the Apollo space program 
of the 1960s. Originally manufactured by Westinghouse 
in the United States, ENOTEC has further developed and 
continuously improved the zirconium dioxide sensor system, 
uncompromisingly adapting the design and materials to our 
customers’ needs. 

We are the market leaders in Germany in the field of InSitu 
analyzers, and position ourselves as a global company with 
deeply vertical integration. No other company on the market 
is so deeply involved in the entire production process. 
Basic research, product development, assembly and quality 
management, even our worldwide sales and customer service 
– we do all of it in-house. In this way, we have built up our 
singularly deep expertise, and can respond immediately and 
competently to any challenge.

Every day, we take another step along our path of innovation.

Sectional illustration COMTEC filter head

O2 sensor COe sensorPrecise control of your combustion processes brings with 
it clear advantages, making it cleaner, cheaper, and more 
environmentally sound. Which is why plant operators, 
regardless of the size of the facilities they manage, rely on 
measurement technologies from ENOTEC.

Depending on the particular process, operators need 
information about the oxygen concentration and the presence 
of unburned molecules (e.g. carbon monoxide, methane, 
hydrogen), or both. For these processes, ENOTEC has set 
itself the challenge of producing the world’s best measuring 
equipment – equipment that measures InSitu, that is, directly 
in the process.

As InSitu measurement experts, we get as close as we can 
to the heart of the process. The result is truly useful data – 
obtained faster than in any extractive process, where the flue 
gas composition is only measured “dry,” and with considerable 
delay. We build our sensors and probes ourselves, and invest a 
great deal into their reliability and durability.

Our sensors withstand fluctuating temperatures, vibration 
and heat. The probe is high quality, with a much heavier 
build than comparable models. You will notice this when you 
pick it up and feel the quality in the weight in your hand. The 
heavy construction means better abrasion resistance, better 
corrosion resistance and a longer life.

2 3

Construction of InSitu sensor system
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Our service. 
Our calling card.

Rent ENOTEC products –  
calculable and attractive conditions

Not only do we develop, manufacture and deliver our products 
ourselves. If required we also take care of installation, 
commissioning and service on site. We boast decades of 
experience in the maintenance and servicing of measuring 
equipment, and we put this expertise at your disposal.

Central to our tailor-made concepts is the regular inspection 
and adjustment of the entire measuring-equipment 
installation, whether it’s a single product from our range 
or a complex system that includes components from other 
reputable producers. With our overview of your system, we 
can identify potential weak points early and ensure years of 
uninterrupted operation.

We work closely with you to develop a tailored service plan 
that aims to keep your facilities operating with the maximum 
possible uptime.

ENOTEC’s services include:

From countless discussions with our 
customers, we know that our products and 
services are exemplary. Still, investments 
in this area cannot be taken for granted.

By offering ENOTEC products for rent 
at affordable rates and with attractive 
conditions, we have found the answer to 
your needs. 

Our complete, no-stress package includes:
• On-site installation and commissioning
• User training by our experts
• Analyzer availability guarantee
• Annual maintenance incl. calibration with certified testing gases
• Technical support with direct contact to our specialists

We develop an individually tailored service plan for your facility, 
designed to help you reach your goal:

Maximum data availability at a manageable price!

Application consulting and the creation 
of service concepts

Preventive maintenance and repairs

Spare parts management, including express, 
48-hour delivery

Support with and preparation for annual 
inspection/calibration by an expert measuring 
office

Maintenance of devices from other reputable 
manufacturers

Product training, both on site and at ENOTEC’s 
premises

24/7 on-call service

4 5

ENOTEC REMOTE – Intuitive. Connective.

Simple, secure, app-based operation of the analyzer also 
in potentially explosive atmospheres.

Easy-to-interpret display of real-time process data on 
your phone with the ENOTEC REMOTE app.

Simple analyzer configuration and straightforward system 
monitoring.

Convenient remote calibration of the analyzer, with all 
options.

Store analyzer and process data on your phone and send it 
on to colleagues for evaluation or to ENOTEC for support.

5

Looking for reliable 
measurements?

You’ve come to 
the right place!

Complete, no-stress package.  

Ask for our attractive conditions,  

tailored to your needs.
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OXITEC® 5000
Hot news for your budget. And the environment.
Oxygen content data tells you about the efficiency of 
your combustion process. Low values mean incomplete 
combustion. But if the values are too high, then energy 
is being wasted because the process is being cooled 
unnecessarily. Why is the OXITEC® family so popular? 
Because the sensor and probe are exceptionally durable. 

The sensors alone have a service life of 7 to 8 years, 
making them more robust than any comparable product 
on the market. The OXITEC® sensors handle process gas 
temperatures up to 800°C. With the cooling protection tube 
this rises to 1400°C!

The data measurements have a maximum deviation of ±0.2%. 
At the same time, the high quality of our sensors translates 
to direct reductions in your operating costs: you avoid the 
usual semi-annual maintenance and sensor replacement. All 
ENOTEC sensors carry a global, two-year warranty – and that 
applies even in extreme flue-gas conditions!

The OXITEC® analyzers transfer the data they measure in 
seconds. For you, this means flexible, precise control of the 
combustion process. Facilities functioning at their best save 
resources, have a longer life, and work more efficiently. User 
safety and the environment also benefit.

Versatility is key: the sensor is calibrated automatically, the 
data archived, alarms activated and measurement values 
made available via through different interfaces.

The exceptional reliability of OXITEC® analyzers is backed 
by recognized certifications. Devices in the OXITEC® range 
have ATEX certification for Ex zones. The OXITEC® 5000 has 
successfully passed the demanding TÜV certification testing 
to meet the EN 15267 standard for emissions measuring 
systems (QAL1).

OXITEC® 5000

6 7

Applications
• Fuel optimization

•  Emissions measurements 
(QAL1/MCERTS)

•  Gas, oil and coal power 
plants

• Waste incineration

• Refineries

• Flue gas scrubbing facilities

• Petrochemical facilities

• Mixed-gas furnaces

Features
•  Fast, robust,  

maintenance-free

•  Outstanding accuracy with 
maximum sensor life

•  TÜV-certified maintenance 
interval of six months

•  Two-year warranty on the 
complete system

• SIL2 (1oo1)

ENSITU® 7000 
The all-rounder for small boilers and furnaces.

Optimized for smaller furnaces and boilers, the ENSITU®  
offers continuous, InSitu oxygen measurement at 
temperatures as high as 600°C and can endure high dust 
concentrations in exhaust gases. Gas, oil, coal or biomass – 
whatever fuel is used, the ENSITU® is ready to use, with no 
calibration necessary. Installation takes just minutes.

Users can operate and configure the ENSITU® via smartphone 
or tablet, with real-time process monitoring, storage and 
evaluation. Download our free app for remote diagnosis.

The ENSITU® is the ideal product. More and more these 
days, power generation plants are being decentralized, and 
becoming correspondingly smaller. On-site operators of 
smaller plants often lack the specialist knowledge available 
to larger facilities, we fill that gap with a plug & play solution 
that quickly puts the data you need at your fingertips: 
straightforward and intuitive.

The ideal time to install the ENSITU® in an existing facility is 
when the sensor technology that came with the plant breaks 
down – our analyzers, as a rule, are better built and have a 
considerably longer service life than the original equipment.

6

Applications
•  Boilers using any 

fuel

•  Biomass plants

•  Industrial  
furnaces

Features
•  Plug & Play operation

• Innovative operating concept

• Ready for use

•  Easy integration into existing 
boiler systems

•  Electronics isolated from probe 
by tough industrial connector

OXITEC® 5000 GasEx

OXITEC® 500E
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COMTEC® 6000
Always better to measure twice.
The COMTEC® series uniquely measures both oxygen and 
COe concentrations InSitu. COe is the collective name for all 
unburned molecules of carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H2) 
and hydrocarbons (CxHy). The higher the concentration of 
these molecules, the more incomplete – i.e. inefficient –  
the combustion process and the shorter the lifespan of your 
power plant.

If the sum of unburned combustibles is too great, the risk 
of deflagration or explosion increases. Free molecules also 
damage the material of the power plant itself – pipes become 
corroded and pitting develops.

Why did we combine two sensors in the probe? Only the 
combination of both lets you optimize your combustion 
processes, meaning a longer service life for your power plant. 
The COe sensor provides complementary data, thus acting 
as a valid plausibility check and allowing safer, more efficient 
power-plant operation. On average, our customers achieve 
considerable long-term savings.

Why haven’t other manufacturers copied our lead? Because 
integrated InSitu measurement with two sensors calls for  
the highest levels of expertise and the best materials – 
a combination only ENOTEC can offer.

The products in the COMTEC® series are frequently 
used where there is risk of explosion, and can withstand 
temperatures as high as 1400°C. Our ATEX certification 
allows for operation in two particularly sensitive areas:  
GasEx and DustEx.

InSitu measurement + SIL2 + ATEX:  
the unique COMTEC O2 / COe advantage

8 9

The SILOTEC® 8000 allows fast, reliable, safe analysis 
of oxygen, carbon monoxide and methane for ATEX 
zone 20 in silos and other dusty atmospheres at risk of 
explosion.

The simultaneous measurement of O2 and COe allows 
smoldering fires to be detected and can trigger 
inertization. The system is 100% maintenance free 
and has the necessary IP rating for straightforward 
installment on silo roofs.

Fast InSitu measurement means that a slow, 
maintenance-intensive extractive analyzer system is 
not needed.

SILOTEC® 8000 
Safe silo analysis

Applications
• Power plants

• Iron and steel industry

• Waste incineration

• Process monitoring

• Refineries

• Petrochemical facilities

•  Natural gas liquefaction 
plants

Features
•  Redundant, InSitu O2 /COe 

measurement: no extraction 
necessary

•  Two-year warranty on the 
complete analyzer

•  Real-time process  
optimization and safety

• No maintenance

• SIL2 (1oo1)

Applications
• Coal silos

• Flour silos

• Sugar silos

• Coke silos

•  Potentially explosive  
dust atmospheres

Features
• Plug & play

•  Simultaneous COe and O2 
measurement

• Self-monitoring

• ATEX zone 20 compliant 

• Fast responding

• Smoldering fire detectionCOMTEC® 6000 DustEx

COMTEC® 6000

COMTEC® 6000 GasEx
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CEMTEC ® 4000 
Extreme reliability.

CEMTEC® gas sampling probes are designed for the kind 
of extreme conditions found in rotary kilns: temperatures 
up to 1400°C, dust concentrations up to 2000 g/m³, highly 
aggressive, corrosive gases and clinging deposits of raw meal 
make ambient conditions a hot, dusty hell.

CEMTEC® is correspondingly heavy-duty and features a rotating, 
water-cooled probe that automatically clears itself of accretions 
at regular intervals. To get beyond the furnace seals and to avoid 
false measurements caused by external air, the CEMTEC® probe 
can extend up to 3350 mm into the process. The probe can 
withstand the abrasive, sticky conditions because of its highly 
developed design.

With rotating kilns increasingly being run on alternative fuels, 
reducing the concentration of nitrogen oxides, e.g. with injected 
ammonia solution, has to be taken into account to stay within 
specified limits. With CEMTEC®, these gases are also fed to the 
analyzers. By optimizing the O2 content in the process, the NOx 
component can be curbed and the combustion process optimally 

controlled. We are the only company in this market that can 
guarantee that this will always happen. 

With our specially adapted designs, fully developed cooling 
system and exceptionally resistant materials, CEMTEC® 
achieves 95% availability with accurate measurements – a true 
world-beating performance when it comes to reliability.

10 11

Applications
• Cement plants

• Lime plants

• High temperatures

• High-dust environments

Features
• 95% availability

• Swivel drive

• Automatic self-cleaning

•  Automatic emergency 
retraction (pneumatic)

•  Optional InSitu O2- / COe 
analysis

ENOTEC – other services

Get to know ENOTEC for yourself!

Process and emission 
measurement
•  Steel belt ineration plants
•  Raw gas measurements 
•  Delta CO measurements
•  13th BImSchV (German federal emissi-

on-protection directive) – Large com-
bustion facilities and gas turbine plants 

•  17th BImSchV – Plants for the incinera-
tion and co-incineration of waste

•  27th and 30th BImSchV
•  TA Luft (air pollution control) – other 

facilities that legally require monitoring

AQUATEC® 1000 
Monitors and accelerates drying 
times with fast InSitu O2  and H2O 
measurements

AQUATEC® 2000
Process analysis of moisture and 
O2  in flue gases

GSF
Gas sampling probes

ENOTEC IN-HOUSE EVENT

Take part in our product show 
and training at our new facilities in 
Marienheide, Germany.

We’ll be happy to welcome you.

Contact us for more information!!

THERMOTEC 3000®

High temperature measurements 

SPA500
Steam measurements in autoclaves

PROTEC®

High temperature protective tubes

Sampling systems
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enotec.com

Questions? We’ve got answers!

ENOTEC has four subsidiaries:
ENOTEC USA, ENOTEC ASIA, ENOTEC CIS, ENOTEC UK and over 50 distributors worldwide ...

ENOTEC GmbH

Höher Birken 6
51709 Marienheide

T.: +49 (0) 2264 4578 0
F.: +49 (0) 2264 4578 30

www.enotec.com
info@enotec.com

Made in Germany
ATEX certified
Tailor-made solutions
Proven QAL1 quality
Tested SIL2 safety (1oo1)
Worldwide service network


